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ABSTRACT 

Exposure assessment is crucial in studies evaluating potential health effects of extremely low-frequency electric and magnetic fields 
(ELF-EMF). However, assessing long-term ELF-EMF exposure remains challenging. This paper provides a critical overview of common 
ELF-EMF exposure assessment approaches, including methods relying on sources (e.g., wire codes, distance), personal measurements, 
job-exposure matrices, and modeling. The strengths, limitations, and examples of each method are discussed. Key challenges include 
lack of historical exposure data, difficulties measuring all relevant exposure sources, and uncertainties regarding influential exposure 
metrics. While no approach is ideal, combinations of questionnaire data, spot measurements, job-specific data, and predictive models 
can improve exposure estimates. Further work is needed to develop models for reconstructing past exposures from limited data and 
determine the most health-relevant exposure metrics and sampling strategies. Improved exposure assessment is needed to strength-
en future epidemiological studies. 
Keywords: electromagnetic field, epidemiology, exposure assessment, extremely low frequency, magnetic field, job-exposure, occupa-
tional,  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Extremely low frequency (ELF) electric and magnetic fields (EMF) have been hypothesized to impact health outcomes like child-
hood leukemia and neurodegenerative disease [1], [2], [3]. Most evidence comes from epidemiological studies examining associa-
tions between ELF-EMF exposure and health effects [4]. However, assessing long-term ELF-EMF exposure remains a key challenge 
due to the complex, unpredictable nature of ELF fields and lack of historical measurements [5], [6]. Moreover, accurate exposure 
assessment is crucial for detecting underlying health effects [7]. 

This paper first provides an overview of common ELF-EMF exposure assessment approaches used in epidemiological research. 
The strengths, limitations, and examples of methods relying on sources, personal measurements, job-exposure matrices, and model-
ing are discussed. Key challenges and recommendations for improving exposure assessment are then presented. Finally, the tradeoffs 
between different methods and strategies for combining approaches to optimize exposure assessment are summarized. 

2.  EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT METHODS 

2.1.  SOURCES  

2.1.1. WIRE CODES 

Wire codes classify power lines near homes into categories such as high, medium, and low current configuration based on thick-
ness of wires and distance between residences and power lines [8]. Wire codes act as surrogates for historical magnetic field levels 
by predicting average residential magnetic field exposures [9]. More recent examples of the use of wire codes come from Crespi et al. 
(2016), who derived historical wire code exposures for California residences in a childhood leukemia case-control study [10]. They 
utilized public records on historical power line locations and voltages going back to the 1970s to assign wire codes like very high cur-
rent configuration (VHCC) and ordinary low current configuration (OLCC) to past residences [10].  

While wire codes provide inexpensive proxies for past magnetic field exposures, they have important limitations. Perhaps the 
biggest drawback is that wire codes are not direct measurements of magnetic fields [11]. They rely on numerous assumptions about 
historical wiring and power line configurations that may not hold true over long periods of time [12]. Changes such as burial of older 
high-current power lines, installation of new lower-current lines, and wiring errors can all affect the accuracy of wire code exposure 
predictions [13].  

Wire codes also do not account for magnetic fields from appliances and other non-utility sources inside homes, which studies 
suggest can contribute significantly to overall residential exposures [14], [15]. Appliance use patterns may also change over time and 
impact exposure trends within wire code groups [16]. These factors can lead to exposure misclassification when relying solely on 
wire codes. 

To improve wire code exposure estimates, some recent studies have incorporated historical data on appliance ownership and 
use collected through questionnaires [15], [16]. However, appliance fields are still not measured directly. Overall, while wire codes 
can provide useful initial stratification of exposure levels, supplementing them with more detailed source information and measure-
ments is recommended to strengthen exposure estimates in epidemiological studies. 

2.1.2.  DISTANCES  

Calculating distance between residences and power lines or facilities estimates magnetic field exposure based on the principle 
that fields decrease with increasing distance from the source [17]. Recent examples of using distance measures come from a nation-
wide French study by Sermage-Faure et al. (2013), which calculated proximity of childhood residences to high-voltage power lines up 
to 225 kV. Exposure was categorized by distance in meters from residence to nearest power line, with close proximity defined as liv-
ing within 50 meters [18]. 

While easy to obtain using historical utility data and maps, distance estimates have significant limitations as proxies for ELF-EMF 
exposure. A major drawback is that distances are not direct measurements of magnetic fields [19]. The methods assume field orien-
tation, uniformity, and lack of interference that may not hold, especially close to power lines [20]. Small errors in geocoding address-
es or power line endpoints can also introduce substantial exposure misclassification [21]. 

In addition, distance only accounts for one field source and cannot incorporate exposures from appliances, wiring, transformers, 
etc. Exposure prediction does not necessarily improve at further distances since localized indoor sources may dominate [22]. Overall, 
distance is hardest to interpret at the lowest range (e.g.<50 m from power lines) where field heterogeneity is greatest [23]. 

To address some limitations, recent studies like Crespi et al. (2016) have combined distance with wire codes to incorporate both 
magnetic field predictions and major source proximity when estimating historical exposures [10]. However, direct field measure-
ments are still preferable for accurately characterizing ELF-EMF exposure from power lines and validating distance-based estimates. 
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2.2.  PERSONAL MEASUREMENTS 

Personal meters worn by study participants provide direct ELF-EMF exposure measurements over a specified sampling period, 
such as 24 or 48 hours [24]. Recent examples come from Bhatt et al. (2016), who had over 4,000 pregnant women in California wear 
EMDEX Lite meters for 24-hour periods during pregnancy to capture magnetic field exposures [25]. 

Personal measurements have the major advantage of assessing ELF-EMF exposures directly rather than relying on surrogates. 
The devices capture exposures from all sources encountered during the sampling period, including occupational and residential 
sources [26]. They provide individual-level data on exposure variation among participants, unlike group-based estimates [27]. 

However, personal monitoring has significant practical challenges and limitations. A key drawback is cost, making widespread 
deployment infeasible for large epidemiological studies [9]. The devices also do not necessarily represent long-term or typical expo-
sures since measurements are limited to brief sampling periods [28]. 

Validity and compliance issues can also arise if participants do not wear the meters consistently as instructed [24]. Acceptability 
needs to be tested when using body-worn devices [29]. While informative, personal measurements may be most valuable when 
combined with other methods to provide comprehensive ELF-EMF exposure assessment. 

2.3.  JOB-EXPOSURE MATRICES 

Job-exposure matrices (JEMs) assign ELF-EMF exposure estimates to occupational groups based on combinations of job titles 
and exposure measurements [30]. Recent examples include the INTEROCC JEM, which assigned average magnetic field exposures to 
over 300 job categories using measurements from prior studies [31]. exposure estimates were linked based on job title data from 
cohort studies on brain cancer, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and Alzheimer's disease [32]. 

A key strength of JEMs is efficiency in combining job title information and exposure data to assign group-level estimates for large 
numbers of workers [33]. This retrospective approach can be applied to historical jobs with limited exposure data [9]. However, JEM 
exposure assignments may be inaccurate for specific individuals due to relying on broad job categories rather than personal meas-
urements [34]. Exposure misclassification can occur when job duties and levels vary within groups [9]. JEMs also require substantial 
data to generate initial exposure estimates across occupations [33]. 

Despite limitations, JEMs remain useful tools for incorporating occupational ELF-MF exposure into large epidemiological studies 
[32], [33]. They are an inexpensive method of estimating historical exposures compared to direct measurements [9]. JEM estimates 
can guide exposure assessment by identifying high exposed jobs for targeted individual monitoring [34]. Overall, JEMs provide valua-
ble initial ELF-MF exposure ranking but require supplemental methods to reduce misclassification. 

2.4.  PREDICTIVE MODELS 

Predictive models estimate ELF-EMF exposure levels by incorporating limited exposure measurements and other predictor vari-
ables like occupational classifications, distances to power lines, wiring configurations, and electrical appliances [35]. 

Recent examples include Crespi et al. (2016), who developed regression models to estimate historical residential EMF levels for 
childhood leukemia cases and controls in California. The models incorporated predictors like wire codes, distances to transmission 
lines, historical appliance ownership, housing factors, and limited spot measurements [36].  

A key strength of modeling is the ability to estimate past exposures from questionnaire data when direct measurements are un-
available [37]. Models can also incorporate detailed information on field sources and predictors that influence exposure levels [38]. 
This provides value for reconstructing historical exposures in epidemiological studies. 

However, models are limited by the underlying exposure data and assumptions [37]. Predictions may have high uncertainty if 
based on limited measurements [39]. The validity of models should be tested by comparing predictions against direct exposure 
measures. Reducing uncertainties in the predictors and tailoring model form to exposure determinants can enhance validity [37]. 
Overall, modeling shows potential for improving retrospectively estimated ELF-EMF exposures with careful development and valida-
tion. 

3.  DISCUSSION 

Each exposure assessment approach has strengths and limitations that influence its applicability in epidemiological studies (Ta-
ble 1). Key data challenges include lack of historical measurements, inability to measure all relevant ELF-EMF sources, and limited 
information on factors influencing exposure levels [9]. 

While personal measurements provide the most accurate exposure data, they are infeasible for large retrospective studies. Ap-
proaches like job-exposure matrices and wire codes offer inexpensive alternatives but have limitations. Predictive models show 
promise for reconstructing historical exposures from questionnaire data, maps, etc., but require validation [35], [40].  
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Table 1. Strengths and limitations of assessment methods 

S/N Method Strengths Limitations 

1 Wire codes Easy to obtain historically; 
Predict average fields 

Not direct measurements; 
Coding errors; 
Assumes stable configuration 

2 Distances Utilizes accessible power line data; 
Predicts field decrease with distance 

Not direct measurements; 
Assumes orientation/uniformity 

3 Personal measurement Direct measurements; 
Captures all sources;  
Assesses individual exposures 

May not represent typical exposures; 
Expensive for large studies 

4 Job exposure matrices Efficiently combines job and exposure data Crude group-based estimates; 
Difficult to develop; 
Misclassification  

5 Predictive models Leverages limited data; 
Estimates historical exposures; 
Can add predictions 

Dependent on model specifications; 
High uncertainty; 
Requires validation 

 

Exposure assessment choices involve tradeoffs between accuracy, practicality, and resources. Combining questionnaire data, 
spot measurements, job-specific information, and predictive models can improve exposure estimates compared to relying on a single 
method [9], [41]. 

The health relevance of different ELF-EMF exposure metrics and sampling strategies also needs further research. Magnetic fields 
may be more influential than electric fields [42], but few epidemiological studies have separately examined their effects [6]. Under-
standing dose-response relationships could inform exposure metrics and monitoring approaches [41]. 

4.  CONCLUSION 

Accurate ELF-EMF exposure assessment remains a key challenge in epidemiological research and requires further development 
and validation of assessment methods. While no approach is ideal, using combinations of assessment methods can improve long-
term ELF-EMF exposure estimates. Additional work should develop models for reconstructing exposures from limited data and de-
termine the most health-relevant exposure metrics and sampling strategies. Improved exposure assessment will strengthen future 
studies evaluating ELF-EMF health impacts. 
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